BADRINATH, KEDARNATH from Delhi
Duration : 08 DAYS/ 07 NIGHTS
Day 01
Delhi to Haridwar
Arrival Delhi Railway Station drive to Haridwar. Transfer to your
Hotel. Visit Har-ki-Pauri for Ganga Aarti in the evening. Back to
your hotel, Night halt.
Day 02
Haridwar TO Sitapur Drive to Phata/Rampur or Sitapur enroute
visit Devprayag where you can visit and also have a holy snan in
Alakananada and Bagirathi confluence and have darshan of
Raghunathji mandir where Lord Rama performed Brahmaharthi
dosha nivaran yagnya and it is aso a Divya Desam temple. While
Proceeding further, stop in Rudra Praya at once and see the
confluence of River Alakananda and . Mandakini. Overnight stay in
Hotel.
Day 03
Sitapur to Kedarnath ( By helicopter)
Fly by Helicopter to Kedarnath . You will be given two hours time to
darshan in Kedarnath by heli companies. After landing in
Kedarnath you can see the mesmerising Himalayan view and after
a trek of 1.5 kms to the temple have darshan of Lord Kedarnathji
and big Nandi outside the temple. While in the temple forget not to
see the sculptures of Pancha Pandavas and Draupathi. Also you
can see Parvathi Devi sannithi inside the temple. Return to base by
helicopter and proceed to your hotel

Day 04
Sitapur to Pipalkoti
Early morning, drive to Pipalkoti enroute visit Gupata kasi temple
and overnight stay in Guptakasi
Day 05
Pipalkoti to Badrinath
Drive to Badrinath via Joshimath. Enroute visit Lakshmi
Narasimhaswamy Temple in imutt ( diva desam temple) and later
proceed to Badrinath. Visit Mana the last village of India and also
visit Ganesh Gufa and Vyasa Gufa , Bhimpool and saraswathi River
starting point. Badrinath one of the 'Four Dhams' is one of the
most celebrated pilgrimage spots of the country and is situated at
an elevation of 3,133 meters, guarded on either side by the two
mountain ranges known as Nar & Narayan with the towering
Neelkanth Peak providing a splendid backdrop. This revered spot
was once carpeted with wild berries. Thus the place got the name
"Badri van", meaning "forest of berries"..After darshan in temple
overnight stay.
Day 06
Badrinath to Joshimath
Early in the morning, pilgrims after having a bath in the Taptkund
have the Darshan of Badrivishal. Brahamakapal is significant for
Pinddan Shraddh of ancestors (Pitrus). Later drive back to Pipalkoti
and overnight stay.Overnight stay.

Day 07
Pipalkoti to Haridwar
Drive from Pipalkoti to Rishikesh . After reaching Rishikesh visit
Lakshman Jhula a suspension bridge across the river Ganga and
move to Ram Jhula where you can visit SwargAshram,Gita mandir
and paramarth Ashram and overnight stay in Haridwar.
Day 08
Haridwar to Delhi
Holy snan in River Ganga in harkipauri and visit Mansa Devi and
Chandi Devi by Cable Car and further Bhooma Niketan,
Vaishnodevi Temple and Pawan Dham and leave after lunch to
Delhi and drop at Delhi Airport 8 PM.

